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The judgment of Offshore companies in Hungary 2017 

According to the amendments the Parliament accepted late last year, from the 18th of January, Hungary 

modified the regulations affecting the rules of the offshore companies owned by domestic individuals and 

their incomes originating from offshore companies and respectively put in place the rules of the new 

Hungarian tax amnesty. In our latest publication, we are going to try to discuss all the important details of 

the currently in place tax legislation.   

Tax havens 

Although this concept legally does not exist, tax 

haven is a country, state or territory offering little 

or no tax liability to foreign individuals and 

businesses registered domestically, but 

operating outside of its border. 

These offshore locations, as we are already 

detailed it in our previous article, are not 

necessarily appealing because of their favorable 

tax structure, but rather the anonymity, complete 

discretion what they are offering and the 

unavailability in spite of official request. The 

latter feature is what became less and less 

relevant in the recent years, because nowadays 

there is barely any “offshore” state who did not 

take part in any data exchange treaty.  

Controlled Foreign Companies 

According the Act on Corporate Income Tax, the 

definition of the controlled foreign companies 

(CFC) had been also changed. The previous 

endless definition had been simplified, therefore 

according to the modification, from 2017 we 

consider a company as a CFC, if 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in a foreign company a domestic CIT taxpayer 

all by itself or collectively with its related 

undertakings: 

 owns more than 50% of the voting 

rights, or 

 owns more than 50% of the company 

share, or 

 is entitled to more than 50% of the 

company profit 

and in the tax year according to its principal 

place of business or branch its paid tax was less 

than that would have been in Hungary under 

similar conditions. Exclusion from the scope of 

this, therefore the adverse legal consequences 

shall not apply, if in the foreign person there is a 

member with more than 25% share throughout 

the whole year who (or whose affiliated 

company) is already a company listed on a 

recognized stock exchange for over 5 years on 

the first day of the year. 

This above condition for abroad paid CIT has to 

be examined in respect with domestic taxpayers’ 

foreign branch and if it cannot reach the half of 

the Hungarian CIT calculated under similar 

conditions,   then the disadvantageous 

provisions apply to it, in respect with the 

Hungarian taxation. The Hungarian enterprise 

can only possibly to get out of this if at its foreign 

branch it exercise a so-called substantive 

economic activity. 
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Corporate Income Tax 

Dividends received from CFC’s won’t be 

deductible from the tax base and the potential 

loss on sale of existing shares of CFC’s are still 

remain a tax base increasing item. The previous 

rules on the unallocated revenues of CFC are 

still remaining in force, but the new legislation 

made up some modifications in them. Those 

CFC revenues must be considered s a tax base 

increasing item which:  

 derives from interest payment or 

incomes from financial instruments 

 derives from incomes from intellectual 

work rights 

 derives from  incomes from hold or de-

recognition of shares, stocks 

 derives from incomes from finance 

lessee 

 derives from incomes from insurance, 

bank and other financial activity 

 derives from other incomes, specified in 

law relating to incomes from product 

sales or provision of services related to 

undertakings, if this is a positive amount 

and exceeds the one third of the CFC’s 

total income. 

Personal Income Tax 

In order to harmonize with the EU directives, it 

was reasonable to take out the rules of CFC’s 

from the Act on Personal Income Tax. 

Therefore, the previous provisions on the 

unallocated revenues and other incomes had 

been repealed. 

However in order to an effective action against 

the tax avoidance, the punitive regulations must 

be still used on offshore companies who have a 

seat in a non-agreed, low tax rated country. 

Those associations are uniformly called as 

„persons with seat from a low-tax state” and 

interests, dividends and exchange-rate gains are 

still considered as other incomes, therefore on 

the whole it means a total of 30% tax rate. 

Although those incomes which originating from 

countries which Hungary signed conventions for 

the avoidance of double taxation, are still cannot 

be considered as these kinds of incomes.  

If you are interested in this topic or you need 

more detailed information on offshore 

companies in connection with corporate tax or 

personal income tax, please read our previous 

articles or feel free to contact us, our proficient 

advisors would be pleased to answer your 

questions.  

 

Disclaimer 

Please note that our publications have been prepared for general guidance on the matter and do not represent a 

customized professional advice. Furthermore, because the legislation is changing continuously, some of the 

information may have been modified after the publication has been released. Accace does not take any responsibility 

and is not liable for any potential risks or damages caused by taking actions based on the information provided 

herein. 
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About Accace  

With more than 330 professionals and branches in 7 countries, Accace counts as one of the leading 

outsourcing and consultancy services providers in Central and Eastern Europe. During past years,         

while having more than 1400 international companies as customers, Accace set in motion its strategic 

expansion outside CEE to become a provider with truly global reach.   

Accace offices are located in Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Slovakia, Poland, Ukraine and 

Germany. Locations in other European countries and globally are covered via Accace’s trusted partners 

network. 

More about us on www.accace.com  
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manager and the leader of the tax consultancy team. 

Gábor has acquired an in-depth knowledge in the fields of all major direct and indirect taxes during his 

12-year professional career. He has exceptional knowledge in the international income taxes, value 

added tax, business promotions and contests, company transactions and financial due diligences. 
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